
Mindball Play - W IN 10 Instructions

Good luck!

Installation:
When you have installed the game, download and install the Muse Direct application from Microsoft Store.
You can find it by searching for ”Muse Direct” in the Microsoft Store, or by following this link:

https://www.microsoft.com/store/p/muse-direct/9p0mbp6nv07x?rtc=1

The Muse Direct application requires Windows 10.

Setup:
You will need your computer to be able to communicate with the headband(s). This is done via Bluetooth, so your computer must have built in Bluetooth
or an USB adapter installed. We highly recommend using any of the adapters recommended by Interaxon (the producer of the headband). You can find them here:
http://developer.choosemuse.com/hardware-firmware/bluetooth-connectivity

Make sure Bluetooth is activated on your computer and activate the headbands you want to use.
Launch Muse Direct. The application will start in scanning mode (meaning it's searching for headbands via Bluetooth) and display all detected headbands in a list.

When the devices are detected, paired and you see them in the list, click the switch under the Bluetooth icon so it turns blue.When the devices are detected, paired and you see them in the list, click the switch under the Bluetooth icon so it turns blue. Allow the device(s) to pair if Windows asks
for permission. The device is now ready to send data.

Other icons in Muse Direct:
The red icon is for saving data directly in the application, and does not need to be enabled. The horseshoe icon shows sensor quality.
You want all sensors to show a color for best connection quality (the actual color it shows is not important).
The battery is an ordinary battery indicator useful for knowing when to charge your headband. We also warn in game when a headband is low on battery.

For more information about the application, see the official documentation here:
http://developer.choosemuse.com/musedirect

Known problems:
We have experienced some problems when using the Windows built in Bluetooth driver to connect with the headband.
 
Should you experience the same problem we recommend that you purchase any of the Bluetooth devises recommended by the producer of Muse (see our Muse page)
and download the hardware driver for the chosen Bluetooth adapter. 

Contact
Are you experiencing problems or have other questions about the game? Don’t worry, we’ll try to help!

Contact us at:
support@mindballplay.com

https://www.microsoft.com/sv-se/p/muse-direct/9p0mbp6nv07x?rtc=1
http://developer.choosemuse.com/hardware-firmware/bluetooth-connectivity
http://developer.choosemuse.com/tools/windows-tools/musedirect

